The main objective of the research programme 111 described is the study of creep and relaxation behaviour of glass-reinforced thermosetting (GRP) pipes, in order to find alternative methods to predict the long-term properties, rendering a considerable reduction of the time needed for testing and assuring, as far as possible, equivalent reliability when compared to the existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
The product life cycle of GRP pipes, used on water supply or sewerage systems, is expected to be around 50 years (or more). Once these structures are to be exposed to complex service environment conditions for diferent combinations of stress, time, temperature, moisture, radiation, chemical, and gaseous environments, the lack of confidence in the prediction of the residual properties in a long-term basis leads to over-design and in-service This time dependent behaviour is studied by three different test methods:
• Initial failure strain tests
• Creep Tests
• Relaxation Tests
By being mostly designed either for gravitational or pressurized transportation of fluids, these GRP pipes are tested under ring deflection and/or internal pressure conditions.
One limitation of the existing methods is the implicit assumption that the mechanisms responsible for the long-term material failure are the same at different levels of load. The failure mechanisms originated by these new methods should be as close as possible to the existing ones in real service conditions. So, it is intended to develop damage phenomena similar to those that lead to long-term loss of integrity and failure.
In this research work, linear and non-linear viscoelastic behaviour models will be presented, later on. The identification of the model behaviour parameters, based on experimental data analysis, requires a powerful inverse numerical procedure.
However, its behaviour is not deterministic due to modelling uncertainties (laws, parameters) and verified 
Experimental Programme
The initial failure strain tests were performed, according to ENI226:1999, which describes a method for testing the ability of glass-reinforced thermosetting plastics (GRP) pipes to withstand specified levels of initial ring deflection without displaying surface damage and/or structural failure. Figure 1 shows the test apparatus based in an universal testing machine.
Five test specimens DN500, SN10.000 (supplier C),
were used within this experimental procedure. They were subjected to a deflection sequence as one can see in Figure 2 (thick line). Test pieces used for determining the stress relaxation in a ring deflection condition after saturation were preconditioned under water at 50 °C for 1000 hours. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Data obtained in tests carried out for initial failure strain show an expectable drop of load at each deflection level. However, relaxation tests confirmed that this behaviour tends to be less significant (for most types of GRP pipes) as time increases, maintaining the specified level of ring deflection. The reaction force of the specimens appeared to stabilize with time and a clear shape of the curve load vs. time could not be obtained in most of the tests despite being conducted for 1000h and more.
We are also able to say, with the help of acoustic emission monitoring conducted in some of the relaxation tests procedures, that damage mechanisms (matrix cracking), even being detected at initial period of relaxation tests, are not relevant in the long-term structural perspective for the specified levels of relative ring deflection to impose on the test pieces once there are no fibre ruptures.
In creep tests these GRP pipes have shown a Similar rate of deflection, despite being differently charged.
Different initial relative ring deflection was detected for different values of load applied (see Figure 9) . So, such tests, in which curve scatters were found, make one feel the difficulty in reliably reducing test durations, using the available probabilistic and regression analysis.
One may notice, however, that for each initial relative ring deflection achieved (despite the corresponding applied load), the mid and long-term behaviour on increasing deflection rate is quite regular, as one can see in results shown in Figure 5 .
PREDICTION APPROACH
The existing methods do not take into account a fundamental characteristic of the influence of liquid environment: the slow liquid diffusion at room temperature. Depending on the material's composition and the thickness of the pipe wall, the specimen saturation can only be obtained after several months. Hence, only the results achieved after several thousands of hours show the influence of the liquid environment /4/.
Statistical techniques for data analysis of destructive tests were investigated during recent decades. Many of these simple techniques required the logarithms of the data to a) be normally distributed; b) produce a regression line with negative slope; c) have a sufficiently high regression correlation.
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